With the advance of next-generation sequencing technologies, non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) has been developed and employed in fetal aneuploidy screening on 13-/18-/21-trisomies through detecting cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) in maternal blood.
frequently employed in analysis to test whether the hypothesis that the value of unknown data is different from the mean of control data is accepted or not.
However, some problems still need to be solved as follows: a) only one Z value may not be sufficient to give a correct prediction to each sample due to read distribution bias in individual case; b) fetal fraction, a factor proven to be crucial in trisomy determination in NIPT, was however not involved in sample discrimination in most of methods nowadays; c) the sample with Z score inside an ambiguous interval called "grey zone", ranging from 1.96 to 4, would be failed in prediction and hence required a retest, resulting in multiplying the cost. As shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 1 , the current one-Z-value based NIPT was not able to discriminate samples inside grey zone, especially when fetal fraction is around or less than 5%. Such problems mentioned above could result in higher cost of testing and delay of appropriate treatment.
Therefore, it is meaningful to develop a more precise method for NIPT calling. The support vector machine (SVM) is an excellent tool for this purpose. It is a supervised machine learning algorithm that identifies an arbitrarily defined framework for discriminating query data using a model trained from selected features [12] . SVM has already shown high robustness and accuracy in fields [13] , such as cancer subtype classification [14] , splice site prediction [15] and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) prediction [16] . Considering the advantages of SVM that: 1) more features could give more accurate prediction and 2) feature co-linearity would not affect the discrimination, SVM algorithm was selected to train models for NIPT prediction in this study.
Three types of Z tests were employed in analysis: Z_baseline, Z_chromosome and
Z_sample. Each type of Z test was performed twice: one with the negative control, and the other with the assumed positive control. The latter was lack in most of NIPT currently, however it is very important for removing false positives. Actually NIFTY of BGI performed student's T tests on both negative control and assumed positive control following by a logarithmic likelihood odds ratio calculation [10] , however it ignored the variances inside samples and between chromosomes as well as other clinical features. Combining multiple Z values with indexes of clinical signs and quality control, a support-vector machine algorithm was employed to train models for accurately discriminate the NIPT samples, especially the "grey zone" NIPT results as well as those falsely predicted before.
Materials and Methods:

Specimen source
This study was based on a retrospective analysis of data prospectively generated on consecutive clinical samples for the NIPT from March to July 2016 at GuangZhou
DaAn Clinical Laboratory Centre that was one of nine laboratories approved to report official NIPT result for clinical use in mainland China since late 2014.
All specimens were processed by NIPT pipeline provided by DaAn Gene Co. Ltd., using reagent kit and semi-conductor sequencing platform certified by Chinese Food and Drug Administration (CFDA). The reported results were output through a CFDA-certified standard operation protocol (SOP) and a DaAn Gene's compiled bioinformatics plugin named "Seqboost" developed on the basis of Liao et al 's paper in 2013 [17] that described a one-Z-value based NIPT approach on semi-conductor sequencing platform. Since all the CFDA-certified NIPT reports were restricted on the three chromosomes 13, 18 and 21, our study would specially focus on the detection of these specified chromosomes.
Data summary
In total 5518 NIPT data were collected during the period from two semi-conductor sequencers located in the lab in Guangzhou (See Table 1 ). Forty-seven of them were positives, including five for trisomy 13, fifteen for trisomy 18 and twenty-seven for trisomy 21. Average age of pregnant mother with negative results was 31.57 (95% CI: 15-51), smaller than the average age of ones with positive results (32.83, 95% CI:
17-47). Another 500 negative samples were recruited as reference negative control for NIPT calling. Table 1 , a series of values were listed to demonstrate the information of these data, including "Z_run" as the Z scores output by Seqboost in one's run, "Real_state" as the results confirmed by prenatal or postnatal diagnosis, fetal fraction predicted using SeqFF [18] , peak value of read length, maternal age and gestational week. According to CFDA's NIPT policy and DaAn Gene's SOP, Z score = 3 is the cutoff to distinguish negatives and positives. Hence in routine NIPT, the data with "Z_run 3 " would be regarded as positive, meaning it's significantly deviated from the baseline of reference dataset; while those with "Z_run < 3" would be regarded as negative. Hence, the data predicted as positive with "Real_state = -1"
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as negative were false positives; those predicted as negative with "Real_state = 1" as positive were false negatives.
Of these 5518 data, 766 data with unique reads fewer than 3,000,000 or predicted fetal fraction less than 5% were labeled as "QC-filtered" on the basis of quality control (QC) according to the SOP. The remaining QC-pass 4752 data were categorized into three groups for specified chromosomes on the basis of the principle of statistics: Group "N" as those with Z scores smaller than 1.96, meaning not significant higher than baseline of reference dataset (p > 0.05); Group "P" as those with Z scores larger than 4, meaning significant higher than baseline of reference dataset (p < 0.0001); Group "Unclassified" as those with Z scores between 1.96 and 4, meaning retest is required for double check in nowadays' NIPT. For each specified chromosome, data in Groups "N" and "P" were employed to train models and conduct internal validation in this study. Data in Group "Unclassified" and "QC-filtered" were used in performance test, as well as the six false positives and nine false negatives happened in previous NIPT reports.
Feature selection and data reanalysis
Reads generated from semi-conductor sequencer were already trimmed and mapped to hg19, following by recalibration and realignment through Ion Torrent Suite Software. Then unique reads were obtained by using 'samtools view -F 1024 -q 10' [19] . Similar with the CFDA-certified DaAn Gene's SOP, read-depth for each contiguous 20kb bin was calculated using the genomeCoverageBed program in BEDtools [20] . To remove the bias of read-depth distribution caused by data volume difference, GC content and casual sequencing bias respectively, three types of normalization were applied in four steps: 1) Intra-run normalization was used to eliminate the difference between each data; 2) Winsorization that was a transformation reducing the influence of outliers by moving observations outside a certain fractile in the distribution to that fractile [21] , was employed to reduce the For each data, six Z scores were called as described by the following formula:
where Z_baseline_vs_n means the Z score normalized to the average of reference negative samples on chromosome i, and ref. means the normalized read-depth values of reference negative samples.
where Z_baseline_vs_p means the Z score normalized to the average of predicted reference positive data, fetal% means fetal DNA fraction. The predicted reference positive data is equal to the mean value of reference negative data multiplied by a factor '1+fetal%/2' based on the assumption that half of fetal fraction would be increased when trisomy happens.
where Z_chr_vs_n means the Z score normalized to the internal reference autosome value that is the median of all averages of normalized read-depth in each autosome of this sample, which was similar in Lau's paper [11] .
Similarly, we have:
where Z_chr_vs_p means the Z score normalized to the predicted positive internal reference autosome value that is the median of predicted positive averages of normalized read-depth in each autosome of this sample.
where Z_sample_vs_p i means the Z score normalized to the mean value of predicted positive sample data.
SVM discrimination
Six Z values together with fetal fraction, peak value of read length, maternal age and gestational week, were collected for support vector machine classification. For the ten features selected for SVM classification model training, the six Z score-based features were essential because their distributions between negatives and positives were significant different (p < 2.2×10 -16 ), while the other four features were not significant biased (See Table 2 ).
Libsvm package [12] was employed to achieve SVM discrimination in this study. As described in the proposed SVM workflow ( Figure 2 ), ten features were collected from the data in Groups "N" and "P" for model building on specified chromosomes. The six Z scores obtained from formula (1) to (6) do not need scaling due to they were already normalized, while the other 4 features including fetal fraction, peak value of read length, maternal age and gestational week, would be normalized to same scale ranging from 0 to 3 by the command 'svm-scale -l 0 -u +3'. For the known data, '-s' was used to save the scaling range, while '-r' was used to restore the saved scaling range on unknown data. Then, the SVM model was constructed by 'svm-train', using SVM type 'c-SVC' for multiple classification and kernel type 'RBF (radial basis function)' for non-linear SVM model in default. This model was employed to do prediction by 'svm-predict ' in Libsvm package.
Performance test of SVM classification model in predicting NIPT data
Firstly for the data in Groups "N" and "P" on specified chromosomes, an internal validation was done using the model built based on these data themselves. Importantly, the trained models were applied to predict the data in Group "Unclassified", which was the most meaningful application in this study. As well, the models were applied to predict the data in Group "QC-filtered".
Comparison with other discrimination methods
Other discrimination methods such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), decision tree (Dtree) and Neuron network (Nnet) were also tested on the same NIPT dataset in this study. An R package 'MASS' was applied to test LDA and QDA models built from the selected ten features. For Dtree and Nnet, R packages 'party' and 'nnet' were applied in this comparison of performance tests.
Similar to the above statistic on the performance test of SVM models, the statistics of these four discrimination models were performed on three groups of data respectively: 1) Group "N" and "P"; 2) Group "Unclassified"; 3) Group "QC-filtered". For visualization of comparison, models built from two of the ten features by the five discrimination methods were tested, using feature 1 from formula (1) and feature 3 from formula (3). The two-dimension hyper-planes for discrimination were plotted using 'contour' in R package 'graphic'.
Results:
Visualization of discrimination tools on two dimensions
As an example shown in Figure 3，nearly all of five types of discrimination models illustrated good classification lines on the trained dataset (Groups "N" and "P") using two out of ten features, except LDA that was with one false negative. The two features D1 and D3 were obtained from formula (1) and (3), representing two Z values normalized to different references (See Materials and Methods). A 3-D plot and its three 2-D plots were also given in Supplementary Figure 2 to show how SVM model works in discriminating negatives and positives. These results were for visualization of how discrimination tools separate the data, whereas in reality all of ten features would be employed. out of 766 data were correct (99.48%). One positive was wrongly predicted as "negative" with prediction probability 52%, while three negatives were incorrectly predicted as "positive" with predicted probabilities 50%, 92% and 99% respectively.
Performance of SVM classification models
For chromosome 13, 765 out of 766 data were correct (99.87%). Only one positive data that was regarded as "negative" with Z score = 2.79, was also incorrectly predicted as "negative" by the SVM model. This demonstrated that the SVM model could perform well in most of QC-filtered data but could not uncover all false negatives, suggesting that quality control is still necessary to guarantee the accuracy of NIPT.
Comparison with other discrimination models in performance
Compared with other models, SVM is the only one to obtain 100% accuracy in both internal validation and prediction on data in grey zone (see Table 3 ). Both SVM and Nnet models obtained 100% accuracies in internal validation across three specified chromosomes. However, Nnet model did not give perfect predictions on the samples in grey zone, having three false negatives on chromosome 21 and one false negative on chromosome 18. The other three models did not perform well enough in internal validation or grey zone data prediction. It was shown that Dtree model was prone to have more false positives than false negatives in predicting. This suggested that SVM could be the best algorithm to improve the accuracy of nowadays' NIPT.
Application in correcting previous false callings from one-Z-test based method
In addition, we tested the model with four false positives and four false positives happened in previous time. These eight samples were wrongly predicted by Z score-based method. As shown in In summary, SVM has demonstrated its excellent performance in discrimination of NIPT results in this study, especially compared with the current one-Z-value based method. Our technique has higher sensitivity and specificity than all previously reported approaches for the detection of chromosome 13/18/21 trisomies. With this improvement, it is expected to reduce the cost of retests on samples in grey zone as well as the cost caused by false positives and false negatives. As shown in Figure 2, we expect that the SVM model could be further improved if 1) more known data were validated and added up to model-training; 2) more impacted features were discovered and added up to model-training. Some other clinical signs such as the values from serological test could be employed together with NIPT data to do prediction.
Discussion:
Our study has shown that the SVM discrimination model trained by known data could precisely predict the results for those three chromosomes in NIPT, especially for the QC-pass data. Compared with the early standard Z test-based NIPT approaches like Chiu et al 's [1] , Chen et al 's [3] and Liao et al 's [17] , our method considered fetal fraction, a factor proven to be important in NIPT analysis recently [18, 22, 23] , in Z tests. BGI's NIFTY employed a logarithmic likelihood odds ratio between binary hypotheses that took fetal fraction in consideration [10] , and Yu et al improved the count-based analysis by adding another size-based approach [24] . However, these two approaches were based on one or two statistic values, such as Z > 3 [1] or L > 1 [10] to determine a sample as negative or positive. In fact, other information such as maternal age had been employed to correct bias of NIPT prediction [25] . In our SVM-based method, discrimination criterion was obtained using more information comparing with other existing NIPT algorithms.
As shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 , SVM models performed better than other on these NIPT datasets. For LDA and QDA, co-linearity between features could be one of reasons of lower accuracy in prediction, while SVM allows co-linearity between features. Both decision tree and neural network performed well in internal validation but not robust enough in prediction of data in grey zone. Nevertheless, it is still worth to keep testing these machine-learning algorithms if there are more features and more data in future, since our objective is to find the best approach for clinical use.
Temporarily, SVM showed the most robustness according to this study. For the ten features selected for current SVM model training, the four non-Z-value features actually were not significantly biased in distributions between negatives and positives, though IONA's paper reported that maternal age was useful in correcting its NIPT results [25] , which might be due to the differences in sample composition.
In conclusion, out study demonstrated an accurate SVM-based algorithm for trisomy detection on chromosome 21, 18 and 13, which was the first machine-learning approach using in this field to our knowledge. This machine-learning approach could be applied in detection of aneuploidy of other chromosomes or even micro-duplication and deletion. At this moment, sex chromosome aneuploidy screening was not included in current version of SVM-based method but would be developed if we had sufficient diagnosed cases. Table 3 Performance of different discrimination models on NIPT prediction using ten selected features Chr21 Group "N" & "P" Group "Unclassified" Group "QC-filtered" 
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